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Following the launch of negotiations at the height of the COVID-19 pandemic and 
the conclusion of extensive domestic ratification processes, both the Australia-
United Kingdom Free Trade Agreement (AUKFTA) and New Zealand-United 
Kingdom Free Trade Agreement (NZ-UKFTA) have now entered into force.

General overview
The AUKFTA and NZ-UKFTA were signed on 16 December 2021 and 28 February 
2022, respectively. Negotiated largely in parallel, both agreements arenoticeably 
similar in scope and ambition, and represent somewhat of a historic milestone 
for the UK, as they are among the first agreements the UK has negotiated “from 
scratch” following its exit from the EU. They also break new ground for both 
Australia and New Zealand, containing advanced provisions on environment, 
gender and indigenous trade matters, which go further than their previous 
agreements, reflecting the changing nature of bilateral trade.

Both agreements are notable for the opportunities and gains for digital and 
services trade, highlighting the importance of innovation and technology for 
each country. They also reflect the growing importance of services trade as a 
source of future economic growth and increased two-way trade with the UK.

Other noteworthy areas include tariff reductions, customs process facilitation, 
expanded market access to government procurement and investment 
opportunities. Finally, both FTAs make a number of provisions for small to 
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to make trade more accessible, recognizing 
their importance for economic growth.

Australia and New Zealand: 
landmark free trade 
agreements with the UK 
enter into force 
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Trade in goods, customs and rules of origin

Tariffs
Over 99% of Australian and over 97% of New Zealand goods exports to the UK 
will benefit from immediate tariff elimination (meaning 0% tariffs at entry into 
force (EIF)).  

Included in the immediate tariff elimination for Australian exports are agricultural 
products, such as wine, short- and medium-grain rice, honey, nuts and olives, and 
food supplements tariff lines. Industrial goods with immediate tariff elimination 
include auto parts, electrical equipment and fashion goods. For New Zealand, 
products with immediately eliminated tariffs include wine, honey, kiwi fruit and 
onions. A small number of key Australian and New Zealand agricultural products 
will be liberalized over up to 15 years post-EIF, with immediate tariff-free access 
offered under quota arrangements in all cases.
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British exports to Australia, which already benefit from low tariffs, will have 98% 
of tariff reductions at EIF and 100% by year six from EIF. Tariffs on some exports 
of UK cheese and steel will be eliminated over five years. New Zealand, for its 
part, will eliminate customs duties on all tariff lines for UK imports at EIF, which 
will include products such as gin, chocolate, and buses and campervans, which 
are currently subject to tariffs ranging between 5% and 10%. 

Tariff-rate quotas for Australian and New Zealand exports into the UK
As set out above, not all Australian and New Zealand exports will be subject to 
immediate tariff reduction, and several key agricultural lines will be managed 
through staggered reductions in the form of tariff-rate quotas (TRQs). These 
duty-free transitional quotas are a key point of difference between the AUKFTA 
and NZ-UKFTA.

For Australia, these quotas impact:

• Beef and sheep meat (duty-free transitional quotas, with all tariffs eliminated 
after 10 years from EIF)

• Sugar (duty-free transitional quotas, with all tariffs eliminated after eight 
years from EIF)

• Dairy products (immediate access to duty-free quotas within the transition 
period and all tariffs eliminated after five years from EIF)

• Wheat, barley and other cereals (immediate access of duty-free quota 
amounts, with all tariffs eliminated after four years from EIF).

For New Zealand, these quotas impact:

• Apples (duty-free transitional quotas for exports between August and 
December, with all tariffs eliminated after three years from EIF)

• Butter and cheese (duty-free transitional quotas, with all tariffs eliminated 
after five years from EIF) 

• Beef (duty-free transitional quotas, with all tariffs eliminated after 10 years 
from EIF)

• Sheep meat (duty-free transitional quotas, with all tariffs eliminated after 
15 years from EIF)

Insights: Asia-Pacific

Product-specific safeguards apply to Australian exports of beef and sheep meat 
and New Zealand exports of beef to manage the volume outside of the TRQ 
amount during the transition periods. These are managed by the respective 
Committee on Trade in Goods, newly established under the agreements.

Trade remedies
Both agreements include a bilateral safeguard, which allows temporary measures 
to limit the trade of any good that has increased significantly in quantity due to 
tariff reduction (or elimination) under the AUKFTA and NZ-UKFTA. The change in 
tariff and volume of imports must have the potential to cause injury to a sector. 
This safeguard allows countries to apply measures to any tariff line during the 
transition period.
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Rules of origin
Both agreements build on their tariff reductions by offering flexible rules of 
origin (ROO). In practice, this means ingredients and parts of non-British origin 
can qualify for low or zero tariffs under the agreement. The converse applies for 
non-Australian and/or non-New Zealand parts used in final products exported to 
the UK. The agreements also simplify and reduce costs associated with proving 
the originating status of goods to qualify for this preferential access. 

Customs processes
Provisions for digital systems and document exchange, which will reduce 
the amount of paperwork and information supplied for border processes in 
all jurisdictions, are included in the AUKFTA and NZ-UKFTA, which also set a 
requirement for goods to be released within 48 hours (with fast-track parcels and 
perishable goods released within six hours) if all import requirements are met.

Services, investment and digital trade

Services trade
Services trade is key to both agreements. There are provisions in place to 
facilitate services trade, including mutual recognition commitments for 
professional services and qualifications, which are intended to remove 
bureaucracy and cost to the movement of people. Combined with improved 
market access and national treatment for non-domestic services providers, it 
facilitates growth in trade particularly for professional services, financial services 
and telecommunication sectors.

Mobility, including mutual recognition of qualifications
To further support services trade, there are reciprocal arrangements for the 
temporary movement of skilled persons. These provisions are important for 
knowledge and skill transfers, and will support growth in Australian and New 
Zealand sectors, including legal, accounting, engineering, architecture, surveying 
and urban planning, and research and development services.

Digital trade
Both agreements include provisions to remove digital trade barriers and, 
combined with provisions for data protection for both countries’ businesses and 
consumers, will help businesses access more opportunities. These provisions 
also provide clarity on what information can be processed, stored and used 
without data localization requirements. This is important particularly to 
support businesses that rely on the free flow of data. Similarly, it could support 
businesses involved in digital innovation because of strong investment in 
digital infrastructure.

Insights: Asia-Pacific
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Gender empowerment
The AUKFTA includes a commitment to support women through trade and 
investment by encouraging access for businesses led by women and putting in 
mechanisms to monitor trade and gender equality. This exceeds any previous 
commitments Australia has made in trade agreements.

Implications for business
There are many opportunities for businesses involved in goods or services 
trade to explore under the AUKFTA and NZ-UKFTA. The nature of agreements 
means that business can adjust their supply chains, the geographical reach of 
their portfolio and their workforce to include Australian, New Zealand or British 
involvement and be supported by provisions in their agreement.

Many provisions in both the AUKFTA and NZ-UKFTA align with those in the 
Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership 
(CPTPP). As Australia, New Zealand and the UK are now members of CPTPP, 
once CPTPP is implemented in the UK, certain benefits, such as rules of origin, 
can be multiplied. CPTPP allows for intermediate goods to be considered local 
across member countries, meaning Australian, New Zealand and UK components 
present in a final product exported to another CPTPP member that meet 
product-specific rules can qualify for preferential access. 

Sustainability and gender empowerment

Environment
Both agreements support sustainability through various provisions, making trade 
in green technology and goods more attractive and accessible. This includes 
innovation commitments on low-emission technology, tariff reduction for green 
goods (electric vehicles, components needed for renewable technology) and 
creation of regulatory commitments for sustainable economic development. The 
NZ-UKFTA goes further in terms of binding commitments in the areas of climate 
and the environment.

For additional information please contact:

Sally Jones  |  + 44 20 7951 7728  |  sally.jones@uk.ey.com

Paul Smith  |  + 64 274 899 866  |  paul.smith@nz.ey.com

Luke Branson  |  + 61 3 9288 8369  |  luke.branson@au.ey.com 

George Riddell  |  + 44 20 7951 9741  |  george.riddell@uk.ey.com

Peira Shannon  |  + 61 3 8650 7233  |  peira.shannon@au.ey.com 

Kylie Norman  |  + 61 2 9248 4765  |  kylie.norman@au.ey.com
Jessica Xiao  |  + 44 20 7980 9700  |  jessica.xiao@uk.ey.com 
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Australia
• UK/Australia and New Zealand Free Trade Agreements 

enter into force 
(31 May 2023)

• Australia delivers 2023/24 Federal Budget 
(10 May 2023)

Global
• Geostrategic Analysis: July 2023 

(10 July 2023)

New Zealand
• UK/Australia and New Zealand Free Trade Agreements 

enter into force 
(31 May 2023)

Tax alerts
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Global trade on ey.com
While indirect tax is a part of everyday 
life in most countries, the rise of new 
technologies and expanding global trade 
adds additional layers of complexity. Learn 
what EY can do for you, connect with us or 
read our latest thinking.

Brexit: read our latest analysis
As Brexit uncertainty continues, read 
our latest analysis and probabilities 
and consider how to manage the 
impact and prepare your business.

Global Tax News Update
With the global EY organization’s Tax 
News Update: Global Edition (GTNU) 
subscription service, you’ll enjoy 
access to the same updates that are 
distributed each day within the EY Tax 
practice. Choose the topical updates 
you want to receive across all areas of 
tax (corporate, indirect, and personal), 
the jurisdictions you are interested in, 
and on a schedule that’s right for you.

Worldwide VAT, GST and  
Sales Tax Guide 2023
Outlining value-added tax (VAT) systems in 
149 jurisdictions, the 2023 edition of our 
annual reference book, Worldwide VAT, 
GST and Sales Tax Guide, is now available 
in an interactive map format (as well as to 
download as a pdf).

EY Green Tax Tracker
Keep pace with sustainability 
incentives, carbon regimes and 
environmental taxes.

TradeFlash

Our TradeFlash newsletter provides a 
roundup of the latest developments in 
global trade around the world.

Find out more

Find out more Find out more

Find out moreFind out more

Find out more
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Additional resources
Subscribe to receive future  
editions of TradeWatch

Click here

https://globaltaxnews.ey.com/Register/Register.aspx
https://globaltaxnews.ey.com/Register/Register.aspx
https://www.ey.com/en_gl/global-trade
https://www.ey.com/en_gl/tax-guides/worldwide-vat-gst-and-sales-tax-guide
https://www.ey.com/en_gl/brexit-and-financial-services
https://www.ey.com/en_gl/tax-guides/keeping-pace-with-sustainability-incentives-carbon-regimes-and-environmental-taxes
https://globaltaxnews.ey.com/Register/Register.aspx
https://globaltaxnews.ey.com/news/2022-5177-ey-tradeflash-issue-1-february-2022-edition-now-available?msclkid=03c5e969b04e11ec8da604cd87b6aff1
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Contacts

Global Trade contacts

Global Editorial Board

Yoichi Ohira 
EY Japan Indirect 
Tax Leader

Walter de Wit 
EY Netherlands 
Global Trade 
Partner

Sally Jones 
EY UK Trade 
Strategy and 
Brexit Leader

Martijn 
Schippers 
EY Netherlands, 
Indirect Taxation 
and Global Trade

Jeroen Scholten 
Global Leader of 
EY Global Trade 
practice

Lynlee Brown  
EY Americas  
Global Trade 
Partner

William 
Methenitis  
TradeWatch 
Editor

Michael 
Leightman  
EY Americas  
Global Trade  
Partner

Ian Craig 
EY Latin America 
South Global 
Trade Leader

Rocio Mejia 
EY Latin America 
North Global 
Trade Leader

Paul Smith 
EY Oceania 
Global Trade 
Leader

Richard Albert 
EY Germany 
Global Trade 
Leader 

Jef d’Hollander  
EY Belgium 
Global Trade

Carolina Palma  
EY Costa Rica 
Global Trade 
Leader 
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Global and Editorial 
contacts

Contacts

Americas Asia-Pacific

Global Trade contacts by country

Argentina
Sergio Stepanenko  
+ 54 11 4318 1648
Brazil
Ian Craig  
+ 55 21 32637362
Fernando Fagiani  
+ 55 11 2573 6913
Cesar Finotti  
+ 55 11 2573 6465
Canada
Sylvain Golsse  
+ 1 4169 325165
The Caribbean
Rose Boevé  
+ 599 0 430 5076
Colombia
Gustavo Lorenzo  
+ 57 14847225
Costa Rica
Carolina Palma  
+ 506 2459 9727
Mexico
Karla Cardenas  
+ 52 664 681 7844
Roberto Chapa  
+ 52 818 152 1853
Rocio Mejia  
+ 52 555 283 8672
Jorge Nasif  
+ 52 551 101 7327

Peru
Giancarlo Riva  
+ 51 1411 4448
United States
Doug Bell  
+ 1 202 327 7455

Jay Bezek  
+ 1 704 331 1975
Lynlee Brown  
+ 1 858 535 7357
Sergio Fontenelle  
+ 1 212 466 9780
Nathan Gollaher  
+ 1 312 879 2055
Michael Heldebrand  
+ 1 408 947 6820
Michael Leightman  
+ 1 713 750 1335
Sharon Martin  
+ 1 312 879 4837
Bill Methenitis  
+ 1 214 969 8585
Bryan Schillinger  
+ 1 713 750 5209
Prentice Wells  
+ 1 408 947 5438
Shane Williams  
+ 1 713 751 5715

Australia
Luke Branson  
+ 61 3 9288 8369

Kylie Norman  
+ 61 2 9248 4765
China Mainland
Lynette Dong  
+ 86 21 2228 4107

Yao Lu  
+ 86 139 1015 1448

Shubhendu Misra  
+ 852 9664 0842

Bryan Tang  
+ 86 21 2228 2294

Hong Li Wang  
+ 86 10 5815 2307

Tina GY Zhang  
+ 86 10 58152197
Japan
Yumi Haraoka  
+ 81 3 3506 2110

Yoichi Ohira  
+ 81 3 3506 2110

Korea (South)
Dongo Park  
+ 82 23 787 4337
Malaysia
Jalbir Singh Riar  
+ 60 3749 58329
New Zealand
Paul Smith  
+ 64 9 348 8409
Phillipines
Lucil Vicerra  
+ 63 288 948 115
Singapore
Donald Thomson  
+ 65 6309 8636
Taiwan
Vivian Wu  
+ 886 2 2728 8833
Thailand
William Chea  
+ 662 264 9090
Vietnam
Anh Tuan Thach  
+ 84 28 3629 7366

Europe, Middle East, 
India and Africa contacts
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Asia-Pacific contacts

Albania, Bulgaria, Kosovo  
and North Macedonia 

Milen Raikov  
+ 359 2 8177 155
Austria
Theresa Arlt  
+ 43 1 211 70 1102
Belgium
Antoine De Donder  
+ 32 2 749 36 90

Erwin De Vos  
+ 32 2 774 93 75

Jef d’Hollander  
+ 32 4 851 58 852

Christina Horckmans  
+ 32 2 774 93 22

Philippe Lesage  
+ 32 2 774 92 69

Kristof Verbist  
+ 32 2 774 90 86

Keshia Wagner  
+ 33 6 61 08 49 83
Denmark
Anne-Mette Høiriis  
+ 45 51582559

France
Nadine Grenouilleau  
+ 33 1 46 93 84 28

Marguerite Trzaska  
+ 33 1 46 93 84 32
Germany
Rafik Ahmad  
+ 49 6196 996 22586

Richard J Albert  
+ 49 211 9352 17756

Robert Boehm  
+ 49 211 9352 10529

Nadin Nottekämper  
+ 49 211 9352 26138

Frank-Peter Ziegler  
+ 49 6196 996 14649
Greece
Nicoleta Merkouri  
+ 30 697 3773203
Hungary
Aron Nagy  
+ 36 1 451 8636

India
Sourabh Jain  
+ 91 98 1800 9094

Krishna Kanth Kotagiri  
+ 91 99 6388 4466

Suresh Nair  
+ 91 22 6192 2004

Agneshwar Sen  
+ 91 98 11167838
Ireland
Ciarán Behan  
+ 353 1 2211445

Neil Byrne  
+ 353 1 2212370

Colin Doolin  
+ 353 1 2212949
Italy
Alessandra Di Salvo  
+ 39 335 7361484
Kenya/rest of Africa
Hadijah Nannyomo  
+ 254 20 2886000
Middle East and North Africa
Pascal Cange  
+ 971 4 3129330

Ramy Rass  
+ 971 4 7010900

Netherlands
Walter de Wit  
+ 31 88 407 1390

Caspar Jansen  
+ 31 88 407 1441

Bastiaan Kats  
+ 31 88 40 73806

Martijn Schippers  
+ 31 88 407 9160

Jeroen Scholten  
+ 31 88 407 1009
Norway
Øystein Arff Gulseth  
+ 47 982 06 387

Narve Løvø  
+ 47 982 06 238
Poland
Slawomir Czajka  
+ 48 71 711 88 93
Spain
Pedro Gonzalez-Gaggero  
+ 34 954 665 246
South Africa/rest of Africa
Johnathan B Fillis  
+ 27 11 772 5040

Sweden
Zoran Dimoski  
+ 46 8 52059260
Switzerland
Ashish Sinha  
+ 41 58 286 5906
Turkey
Sercan Bahadir  
+ 90 212 408 53 41

Yakup Gunes  
+ 90 212 408 58 38

Sedat Tasdemir  
+ 90 212 408 52 57
United Kingdom
Onelia Angelosanto  
+ 44 161 234 0508

Marc Bunch  
+ 44 20 7980 0298

Penelope Isbecque  
+ 44 113 298 2447

Sally Jones  
+ 44 20 7951 7728

George Riddell  
+ 44 20 7951 9741

Contacts

Europe, Middle East, India and Africa

Global Trade contacts by country continued

Global and Editorial 
contacts
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